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A Message from the President
Dear Fellow CCR Members,
The Board made the decision to cancel the 60th Anniversary in
August until next year. Like you, I am disappointed and saddened. After seeing what is happening around the State of Virginia, the Board made the right decision. We will plan to have the
celebration next year in the Fall.
Our next Meeting scheduled for August 14, 2020 at Markel Corporation has been cancelled. I am presently working on an outdoor meeting for the Club. Details
will be coming soon.
Colonial Chevrolet is interested in doing a car show. I am working on the details for this event, as
well.
I am so proud of our Board Members. They work hard, and we support the club and each other.
Thank you! You may or may not know that Ray and Mary Wells have moved to Florida, but remain member of CCR. With Ray’s departure. we have a new liaison for Zip Products, Inc., Mel
Rice of Mechanicsville. Welcome to our Board, Mel!
With the year half over, we are making plans to do some events. Watch our Webpage and check
emails for notices.
Our next meeting for General Membership will be in September. Plan for an outside meeting if
we can't go to the Church.
The next Board Meeting is scheduled for August 27, 2020.
Don't forget "Whatcha Doing" and send in photos and stories. We always look forward to seeing
and reading these to keep up with members.
We are staying safe. If you have any concerns or questions, you may call me, Bubba Carr, 804356-8731 or email at HubbaBubbaCarr@yahoo.com.
We are moving forward.
Best Wishes and Remember to Save the Wave. Life is a highway, and I am looking forward to
driving my Corvettes with my best friends.
Your CCR President,
Bubba Carr

2020 Events Calendar:
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August 14

Membership Meeting (Westend) (Cancelled)

August 22

CCR’s 60th Anniversary Celebration (Postponed)

August 27—29

Corvettes at Carlisle

Sept. 11

Membership Meeting

October. 2,3

QCCC Corvette Show / Charlotte NC

October 9

Membership Meeting

For event details, please see the website, www.corvetteclubofrichmond.com

Officers for 2020
PRESIDENT
Bubba Carr (804) 356-8731

CORRESPONDING SECRETARY
Peggy Maloy (804) 794-4002

VICE PRESIDENT
Walter Johnson (804) 737-5685

SERGEANT-AT-ARMS
Bob Darling (804) 389-1380

TREASURER
Paul Murman (804) 748-7695

HISTORIAN
David Dolan (804) 346-5266

RECORDING SECRETARY
Noël Woodward (804) 384-2511

WEBMASTER
Penny Johnson (804) 737-5685

NEWSLETTER EDITOR
Mike Todd (804) 869-6836

EVENTS COORDINATOR
Belinda Darling (804) 389-4865

NCM News
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Revs & Rumbles @ the NCM
by Barry Roper, NCM Ambassador / Lifetime Member #2415

A virtual Michelin NCM Bash was held at the National Corvette Museum in
late May. Participants registered for the event in advance and received online
credentials to view the event. Of several topics discussed, one of the most interesting was a statistical presentation describing the 2020 Corvette production thus far. While the normal daily production of vehicles is about 90 per
shift, the March interruption required a temporary shutdown resulting in a
shortfall for several cycles. The yield on Day 1 of the restart was only 15 Corvettes while training and staff safety measures were being updated. Shipping
was resumed after a two week holding period. 20,181 Corvettes had been
produced as of May 1st.
Of interest are the exterior color choices for 2020 Corvettes thus far. Torch
Red is the most popular at 25%, followed by Arctic White 15%, and Black 12%.
Sebring Orange and Elkhart Lake Blue both garnered 7%, while Rapid Blue,
Ceramic Matrix Gray, Blade Silver, and Shadow Gray were each 6%. Long
Beach Red made up 5%, with Accelerate Yellow and Zeus Bronze at 3% each.
The Jet Black interior is the most popular by far at 43%. Regarding body style
preferences, coupes were most plentiful at 83% and convertibles at 17%. The
most selected interior choice for both body styles, in 44% of the coupes and
56% of the drop tops, was the 3LT.
There are also bits of news to share for 2021 production starting with declarations that costs will remain essentially unchanged from 2020 with MSRPs of
$59,995 for the coupe and $67,495 for the convertible. Also two colors will
be deleted and two others added as replacements. Blade Silver will disappear
and Silver Flare Metallic will be substituted. Likewise, Long Beach Red will
have run its course and be replaced by Red Mist Tint Coat Metallic (try to say
that very fast three times).

NCM News
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Additionally ...
+ Magnetic Selective Ride Control suspension will be available without
Z51
+ Standard Wireless Apple CarPlay/Wireless Android Auto
+ Sky Cool Gray/Yellow Strike interior color
+ New Full Length Dual Racing Stripe Package colors: Blue, Orange, Red,
&
Yellow
+ Stinger Stripes in three colors: Carbon Flash/Edge Red, Carbon Flash/
Edge

The hits just keep on coming!
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Welcome new Members !!!

There are a number of new members whose applications have been
approved by the Board but await the vote of the membership for final
approval. That can not happen until we are able to hold our next general membership meeting.
For those with pending memberships, please bare with us. We will resume the induction process as soon as it is safe to do so.

Becoming a Member of the CCR
In 1960, a small group of Corvette enthusiasts began to gather on a regular basis for fun and fellowship. The first official meeting
took place in July 1961. CCR is the oldest Corvette club in Virginia with a membership approaching 400.
To be eligible for regular membership, you must be a person of good character and own a Corvette. You must attend at least one
meeting or event. If you don’t own a Corvette, an “associate membership” is available. Associates can participate in all events and
functions but have no voting rights. You’ll make good friends, have fun and learn more about Corvettes. Club meetings are at 7:30
p.m. on the second Friday of each month. After the meetings, there is a social where you can enjoy socializing with other club
members.
Annual dues are $25 for pilots or $35 for both the pilot and co-pilot (includes spouse or significant other). A membership application can be found on the CCR website: www.corvetteclubofrichmond.com.
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August’s Birthdays
Happy Birthday to those members celebrating birthdays.
May there be a shiny, new surprise in your driveway.

Robin Williams
Diana Gunn
John Gordon
Ron Crumpton
Olivia Garland
Sharon Vincent
Mark Francis
Mary Ann Nagle
Jim Van Eckoute
Mary Wells
Norma Bonner
Connie Douberly
Gayle Gill
Kirby Montgomery
Mary Kelly Cheek
Rick Hansard
Anne Maxey
Peggy Maloy
Joan Faulkner
James Walker
Tanya Grayson
Buddy Stokes
Cindy Williams
Fred Tyler
Larry Barker
Peter Minneci
Sherry Minnicino

8/01
8/04
8/07
8/08
8/08
8/09
8/14
8/15
8/16
8/18
8/19
8/19
8/20
8/20
8/21
8/21
8/22
8/25
8/27
8/27
8/28
8/28
8/28
8/29
8/30
8/30
8/30

Whatcha Doing
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The following are the experiences of some our members as we
shelter in place during this COVID-19 pandemic.
If you would like to share how you are coping with the situation
with your fellow club members let us know. You never know how
sharing what you are doing may help or inspire a fellow club member.
Send pictures and/or comment to Mike Todd, Newsletter Editor at
mike67c2@verizon.net

July 17, 2020
Kirby and Marcie Montgomery
As we are in the hot and humid days of July, Marcie and I are spending lots of our time at home,
fondly remembering our CCR friends, the cruises we have taken together (Glass House Winery
Cruise AKA "Vettes and Vines", among them), all the good times with our Corvette friends,
"Vettes and Vittles", AKA this club travels on its stomach! Also road trips to the National Corvette
Museum, the RoundUp, the CCR Christmas Dinner Dance, you name it, we miss all of it, especially our CCR friends! Let's hope we can have the CCR Christmas Dinner Dance this year!
When we are able to gather again as a club, we look forward to hosting an after meeting party in
our home, perhaps the first AMP we can have for the club. We hope it will be well attended! In
the meantime, everyone stay safe, and Marcie and I wish all of you the best. We are "Saving
The Wave" for when we can travel again in our Corvettes!

Whatcha Doing
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July 17, 2020
Chris Dowd
Well,,, I had to dig for these photos. First photo was taken in August 1976 and is the very first
car I ever owned.
It's not a Corvette, but that car today has become a real classic. And the desire to own a Corvette in the future was there. My dreams came true when I picked up my first Corvette on May
24, 2018. Now currently during these hot summer days, I seem to be spending a lot of time on
my PWC. A lot of sun screen is needed and I also try to venture out in the early morning or late
afternoons. I usually skip weekends because the boat ramps seem to be real congested lately. Last photo is my favorite island on Smith Mountain Lake, excellent get away.
I really do miss attending our monthly club meetings and hope they will start back soon.

Whatcha Doing
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July 22,2020
Karen Blake
I found out that I joined the club in 2002 that is 18 wonderful years, I am playing Nintendo batman

July 24, 2020
Larry Williams
I went to the beachcombers event July 11th. There were about 50 cars in attendance, which is pretty
cool. I did get a picture of the new C8 it's kind of distant but I'll put an attachment. ( I believe Larry was
the only CCR member to make the trip.)

Whatcha Doing
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August 29,2020

Barry Roper - My 1st Corvette
My first Corvette was a 1967 convertible with a 427 cid, 390 hp engine and 4-speed transmission. It
was purchased for $2000 in 1973 while I was in the USAF in AL. I was the fourth owner and the car
had been painted blue from its original white with black interior. I rebuilt the engine in the Base Hobby Shop over several weeks with mega-assistance from a very experienced M/Sgt. It had no A/C, power steering, or power brakes, but it sounded great and the brute acceleration with the top down was
truly therapeutic. I sold it in 1980 for significantly more than I had paid. Had it been the 435 hp engine, I would have considered keeping it for a rebuild but I didn't have the $$$ or the time then anyway! 1st photo (top down) is of me and the 2nd photo (top up) is of my younger brother. The true
color is seen at the bottom; the upper is from a faded slide.

Whatcha Doing
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July 29, 2020
Mike and Peggy Todd
Not much new here. We are still staying close to home with
the exception of making an occasional trip out for essentials.
I was able to find a couple of pictures of my first Corvette. It
was a 1974 coupe I bought in 1975 (the skinny kid with long
hair really is me) .
I also found pictures of what was probably our first attendance at a CCR event . It was June 2000 and the event was
the 4th annual CCR Roundup at Lucks Chevrolet. We were
chosen by John Easley for a past presidents award.

It would be another 10 years before we became CCR members in
May of 2010. Just in time to enjoy the 50th Anniversary Celebration.

Please continue to share your current experiences in the
“Whatcha Doing” section. In addition to sharing your current experiences, pictures from your past, etc. also please share your
experiences with takeout food options during these weeks:
good and not-so-good, curbside vs delivery, chain vs local restaurants, and also the pros & cons of how you have obtained
your groceries since this began in March? Have you ventured into a sit down restaurant? How was the experience?
Thanks and stay safe.

UPCOMING EVENT
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Caravan to Corvettes at Carlisle
This event is still scheduled with face masks and social distancing requirements established by the PA. Health Dept. and Carlisle
Events.
Going to Carlisle?
Corvettes at Carlisle
runs Thursday, August
27 - Sunday, August
30, 2020.

Thursday, August 22 - Mike and Peggy Todd will lead a Thursday caravan. We
will meet at the Exxon Station on Rte. 522 just north of the I-64/Rte 522 interchange (Gum Spring, Exit 159) at 9:15 AM, departing at 9:30 AM. We will stop for
lunch in Culpeper at “It’s about Thyme” restaurant. We will continue on Rte 522 to
Front Royal then travel I-66 west to I-81 north to Carlisle. Don't forget your nametags, Club apparel and Club radios. Questions? Call 804-869-6836
Friday, August 28– In the past Dave and Lori Dolan have lead the Friday caravan. However, this year the Dolan’s will not be attending, so if someone would
like to organize a Friday August 28 cruise please contact the Events Coordinator.

UPCOMING EVENT
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CCR has been well represented at this event for the past two years. Paul Murman was the OD for
those cruises but is not able to commit to doing it again this year. If someone would like to step up
and assume that responsibility please contact the events coordinator. Paul will be happy to share
information on hotels, restaurants, etc. from previous years.
If no one chooses to formally OD this event we will continue to share information here and on the
CCR website so individuals who want to participant can make their own plans.

Going Back In Time
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Going Back in Time
with CCR
(David Dolan, CCR Historian)

Hello, CCR Members and Web Readers! I am the historian of CCR’s archives and over the next few months you will go back in
time with me as I review the history of CCR in 5-year time blocks. Last month we covered 2001, and now let's go back some
more!
The year was 1996…
I am the club president with big shoes to fill following in the footsteps of Grand Poohbah, Bob Clifton, and this was Lori’s 9th
and final year as newsletter editor (she claims I overworked her!). Other officers included Buddy Harris (historian), Trish Richmond (rec. secretary), Lori Dolan (corres. sec'y & newsletter), Danny Madison (sgt. at arms), Harold Dobbins (vp), Nadine Madison, Jan Bell and Glenn Boynton (events) and Sharlene LeRose (apparel).

New members that year included Jimmy & Pat Brice, Nick & Nancy Lappa and Don & Joanne Stahr. From a newsletter I see we
had a ’69 white roadster for $10,500. The club was growing and it wasn’t unusual for us to have 100 members attend monthly
meetings at the Lawyers Title Building where Lori worked. By midyear our membership stood at 151 and at year-end treasurer Terry Corbin reported our balance of $1,291.

1996 was a year of many firsts and many rebirths from the Club’s past. Bylaws were changed to make it easier for applicants
to become members. We brought back in CCR T-shirts and Club jackets, CCR name tags (I have such a bad time with names!),
CCR car decals, business cards and memo pads. It had been over 10 years since we had any sponsors and in 1996 Zip Products, Heritage Chevrolet and Luck Chevrolet became our sponsors!

Some of 1996’s events included:



Crab Cruise to Capt. Billy’s (sponsored then by Aquia Creek Corvette Club),



Poker run,



Drag racing at Richmond Dragway,



Photo shoot at Bellwood,



Show and Shine at Hooters West Broad,



Homecoming parades,



Christmas dinner dance brought back after
about a 10 year lapse,



Royal Caribbean CORVETTE CRUISE sailing from
Los Angeles to Cabo San Lucas, and
After we participated in Zip Products’ 3-Day Corvette
Expo, we began talks with Zip and our Corvette
Roundup was born the next year!
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Tech Tips

Super Chevy Tech Tips
Working on and maintaining your Corvette is supposed to be fun, but there are times when you
run into a mechanical brick wall that seems almost insurmountable. Sure, you can throw $100
bills at the Corvette mechanic to overcome the obstacle, but that isn't always necessary. While
there is no question that money and preparation are precariously linked on the path to improved
Corvette performance, in many cases cubic dollars can be supplanted by ingenuity. That's where
we step in.
We've poked, we've prodded, and we've generally nosed around until we found 101 (Tips 76 thru
85) included this month ways to make your Corvette faster, easier to work on, and make the details shine. Some of the ideas we discovered are safety-oriented while others are simply good, old
fashioned "time savers"; but nonetheless, they all make life in the Corvette fast lane a bunch easier. Pick and choose the tips that suit your Corvette. We're positive that you too can work on your
pride and joy without breaking the bank!
76. OIL SPACE
Believe it or not, too much oil in the pan of your Corvette is just as bad (perhaps worse) than too
little. If the oil level is too high, it can be above some windage trays. At the least, the oil can be
picked up by the rotating assembly. Next, it is whipped into a frenzy--creating foam, which really
means the oil becomes aerated. Hot, aerated oil will not maintain pressure and, because of this,
will definitely create low-pressure problems.
77. GASKET CHAOS
Some intake gaskets purposely block off coolant ports to enable the engine coolant to flow in a
predetermined path through the engine. If these ports are not blocked off it could create a short
circuit in the cooling system. So what's the answer? Buy the right gaskets for the application. Otherwise, the temperature gauge in your Corvette could beheaded toward the stratosphere.
78. WALL VENEER
It's common knowledge that it isn't a good idea to break in afloat-tappet-cam engine with synthetic
lubricants. Did you know that applies to all engines? According to the pros, all engines, no matter
the camshaft type (roller or flat tappet), are best served by using mineral oil during the break-in.
Why? The experts claim that the cylinder-wall finish/ring combination used today still needs some
time to get acquainted and effectively break in. If it's good enough for professional racers, it's
good enough for us.
79. DRESS CODE
When polishing and detailing custom Corvette billet wheels, be sure to use only extra-soft polishing cloths. Old fleece sweatshirt material is perfect. Do not use cross-weave materials (for example, T-shirts and/or diapers) on soft metals, since they can easily scratch the surface.
80. EXPLOSIVE FORCE
Never add air to a tire and rim assembly that has been operated in seriously under-inflated or flat
condition. Why? The condition just might provoke the tire to separate (often explosively). The result can be serious injury. The real solution is to have the tire deflated and carefully inspected by
a professional. By the way, we're talking from experience here, folks. Be extra cautious.

Tech Tips
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Super Chevy Tech Tips (Cont.)
81. CORROSIVE CONCERNS
If you're plagued with bulbs on your Corvette that constantly need attention, think about this: Is
there corrosion at the base of the lightbulbs? If so, apply a wee bit of electrical grease to the
bulb base. This goes for the prongs of blade fuses as well. Your problems should be solved.
82. FUEL FAMINE
According to several fuel-pump manufacturers, one of the leading causes of in-tank electric fuel
pump failure is fuel starvation. Most tanks have baffles or a built-in sump that keeps the pump
pickup submerged in fuel. These pumps use the fuel as a cooling agent. So far, so good; but if
the gas tank contains only a gallon or two of fuel and the vehicle is driven hard around a corner,
the fuel may slosh away from the pickup and momentarily starve the fuel pump. Repeat this process a number of times, and the pump will ultimately suffer (no more cooling and it will eventually expire).
83. TIP TEMPERATURE
Spark-plug gap size has a direct effect on the plug-tip temperature and on the voltage necessary to ionize (light) the air/fuel mixture. Because of this, gaps are important. Plugs are not pregapped at the factory, and the gap must be set and adjusted for a specific Corvette. NGK points
out that a modified engine with higher compression or forced induction will typically require
smaller gap settings (to ensure ignitability in these denser air/fuel mixtures). As a general rule,
the more power you are making, the smaller the gap you will need. NGK also states that as park
plug's voltage requirement is directly proportionate to the gap size. The larger the gap, the more
voltage is needed to bridge the gap. Most experienced tuners know that opening up gaps to present a larger spark to the air/fuel mixture maximizes burn efficiency. It is for this reason that
most racers add high-power ignition systems. The added power allows them to open the gap yet
still provide a strong spark. With this mind, many think the larger the gap the better. In fact,
some aftermarket ignition systems boast that their systems can tolerate gaps that are extreme.
Be wary of such claims. In most cases, the largest gap you can run may still be smaller than that
claimed.
84. IDLE IDIOSYNCRASY
If you're plagued with a vintage Corvette engine that starts, then stalls, check and reset the idlemixture screws. Turn the screw in until it seats. Repeat with the second screw, then back both
out 11/2 turns. This should provide a baseline so you can set the idle mixture on running engine.
85. FINESSING FILTERS
When servicing K&N filters, be sure you do not over-oil the element. Aside from restricting airflow, excess oil can migrate into the intake system where it can coat electronic sensors. The result, of course, can be catastrophic. When servicing the filter, if oil drips from it, wash the filter
and start over. Use only K&N oil. Follow the oiling instructions included with the filter or, if you've
misplaced them, refer to the instructions listed in the back of the catalog.

WORD SEARCH
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Corvette Racing—C8-R
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CORVETTE RACING AT SEBRING:
Gavin, Milner Lead Corvette C8.R Sweep
JUL 19 2020 RANDALL SHINN 2020, NEWS, SEBRING, SEBRING COMMENTS OFF ON
CORVETTE RACING AT SEBRING: GAVIN, MILNER LEAD CORVETTE C8.R SWEEP
CORVETTE RACING AT SEBRING: Gavin, Milner Lead Corvette C8.R Sweep
• Garcia, Taylor finish second in pole-winning No. 3 Corvette
• Chevrolet, No. 3 Corvette take GTLM Championship leads
• Twelfth class victory at Sebring for Corvette Racing
• 61st 1-2 team finish in program history
SEBRING, Fla. (July 14, 2020) – Corvette Racing went 1-2 at Sebring International Raceway
as Oliver Gavin and Tommy Milner took a GT Le Mans (GTLM) victory in the Cadillac Grand
Prix for the IMSA WeatherTech SportsCar Championship on Saturday.
The No. 4 Mobil 1/SiriusXM Chevrolet Corvette C8.R took a 0.480-second victory over the pole
-sitting No. 3 Corvette of Jordan Taylor and Antonio Garcia – class winners two weeks ago at
Daytona. It was the 12th victory for Corvette Racing at the 3.7-mile, 17-turn road course in central Florida, and the result moves Chevrolet into the GTLM Manufacturer’s Championship lead
after three races.
The team also won its 101st race in IMSA, 109th in program history and finished 1-2 for the
61st time. Gavin won for the seventh time at Sebring, and Milner took his third victory at the
circuit.
The two Corvettes ran second and third early but took control of the race following the first pit
stop just past the half-hour mark. Two GTLM competitors collided in the pit lane, and the
C8.Rs emerged 1-2 with Taylor leading Gavin. They continued that formation until the midway
point of the race when the Corvettes stopped a lap apart from each other.
Fuel-saving by Gavin during his stint allowed Milner to take the lead as the No. 4 C8.R went a
lap longer than the team car. Garcia entered the race about three seconds back from Milner as
the pair made their final stops separately about 20 minutes later.
Garcia closed the gap to Milner over the final 20 minutes but not enough to overtake the No. 4
Corvette. The Garcia/Taylor duo did, however, leave Sebring with the GTLM Driver’s Championship lead, as did the No. 3 Corvette in the Team standings.
Saturday’s victory also came on the one-year anniversary of the 2020 Corvette Stingray production car’s public debut. It is the road-going counterpart to the C8.R.
Corvette Racing returns to competition July 31- August 2 at Road America in Elkhart Lake,
Wis.

The CCR Store
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The CCR Store

The CCR Store
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The CCR Store
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The CCR Store
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CORVETTE COMICS

Sponsors
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“Thank You” to our Corporate Sponsors

Zip Liaison:
Mel Rice
(804) 730-9624

Colonial
Chevrolet
Liaison:
Bubba Carr
(804) 356-8731

Note from the Editor :
Please be mindful of the deadlines we must meet in order to keep the distribution of the newsletter
running smoothly. Please make sure all articles, event recaps, and any other information is sent to
the Newsletter Editor by the 25th of each month to mike67c2@verizon.net

